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Key Points
• A close look at how
the states compare
under the Clean Power Plan shows that
the EPA has one main
target: the economy
of Texas.
• The Clean Power Plan

will require Texas to
shoulder the burden
of at least 18 percent
of the total national
emissions reduction
under the plan.
• To the extent Texas

doesn’t complywith
the Clean Power Plan,
the EPA is threatening
simply to leave whole
cities and regions
without electricity.

The EPA’s Clean Power Plan is designed to reduce America’s overall carbon emissions rate from
electrical power generation by 30 percent. The plan is based on state targets that vary widely
from state to state. If implemented, not only will the economic impact widely vary from state to
state, but electrical-generating units of the exactly same type and specifications will be subject
to different emissions-rate.
A close look at how the states compare under the plan shows that the EPA has one main target:
the economy of Texas. Texas has the world’s most efficient electricity market, and also one of its
cleanest. Its current carbon emissions rate for electrical power generation for 2012 (according
to the EPA) was 1,284 lbs./MWh per year, significantly below the national average. Only 17
states have a lower emissions rate. Texas has 8 percent of the country’s population, and generates 11 percent of its electricity.
The Clean Power Plan will require Texas to shoulder the burden of at least 18 percent of the
total national emissions reduction under the plan. The following chart shows how much coalfired electrical capacity Texas will have to shutter compared with the next nine major coalelectricity states.

EPA’s Modeled Reductions in Coal Generation
Top 10 Generators of Coal Electricity – Final 2030 Target
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Modeled reductions are shown in megawatt-hours (MWh), comparing 2012 data to EPA’s projected 2030 target. In 2013,
Texas coal generation actually reached 149,404,244 MWh, which would result in a difference of 82,706,011 (55.36%) to
meet EPA’s 2030 target. Source: EPA Data File, Goal Computation, Appendix 1.
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If Texas complies with the plan, the result will be to make Texas’ electricity bills among the nation’s most expensive. With
the retirement of coal and the heavy new demand on natural gas imposed by the rule, the Clean Power Plan will dramatically
increase the cost of both electricity and gas. And the impact will be most painful in Texas. According to Energy Venture’s
analysis, the Clean Power Plan will increase residential electric bills by 29 percent and gas bills by 50 percent across the nation.
However in Texas, electric bills will increase by 48 percent and gas bills by 75 percent. A similar energy plan enacted earlier
in Germany has led to retail electric rates three times the US average.
This assumes that Texas will comply with the rule, but it’s not clear that Texas will or even could comply with it. To the extent
Texas doesn’t comply, the EPA is threatening simply to leave whole cities and regions without electricity, because a “federal
plan” under the Clean Power Plan can accomplish no more than to shutter the generating capacity that could be retired under
an approvable state plan.

Disparate Treatment
The Clean Power Plan’s onerous impact on Texas is particularly apparent when each component of the plan is considered
in turn. The EPA’s basic strategy is to reduce overall carbon emissions by focusing on coal-fired electrical generation. It
seeks dramatic reductions in carbon emissions from the coal plants themselves (Block 1); requires states to switch from
coal-fired to natural-gas fired electricity (Block 2), and from coal and natural gas to renewables (“Block 3); and it requires
states to reduce their consumption of electricity. In each of these blocks, Texas is saddled with a wildly unfair burden.
Block 1: “Heat rate” efficiency
The EPA estimates that coal-fired plants can reduce their “heat rate” by as much as 6 percent through implementation of
best practices and equipment upgrades. This national standard ignores the fact that coal plants and power sectors vary
widely from state to state. Texas has the youngest and most technologically-advanced coal fleet in the country. Its coal plants
are already operating at higher efficiencies and thus much lower levels of carbon emissions than other states’ coal plants.
They don’t have the potential for improvement that older plants do because they are already improved. Texas coal plants
have already achieved all of the
EPA’s Modeled Reductions in Coal Generation efficiencies that are economically achievable.

All States Impacted By Rule – Final 2030 Target

Block 2: Switching from coal to
natural gas

Remaining state reductions are
all below 10,000,000 MWh.
* Reductions are based on EPA’s
assumed coal-to-gas switch and does
not include coal retirements driven by:
1) regulatory uncertainty, 2) EPA’s 6%
additional coal-targeted emissions
reductions, or 3) market
disadvantages resulting from
functionally creating a price on carbon.

Texas – 72,006,905 MWh

** Does not reflect 2020-2029 “interim”
budgets, which practically, require the
majority of reductions/changes to be
achieved by 2020.

Florida – 40,406,038 MWh

Alabama – 10,044,069 MWh
Minnesota – 11,290,583 MWh
Arizona – 24,335,930 MWh

Colorado – 11,836,718 MWh
Michigan – 12,119,216 MWh
Louisiana – 12,761,626 MWh
Illinois – 13,008,442 MWh

Block 3: Renewables
Arkansas – 18,160,138 MWh
North Carolina – 16,732,261 MWh

Georgia – 13,781,486 MWh Oklahoma – 15,067,759 MWh
Modeled reductions are shown in megawatt-hours (MWh), comparing 2012 data to EPA’s projected 2030 target. In 2013, Texas coal generation
actually reached 149,404,244 MWh, which would result in a difference of 82,706,011 (55.36%) to meet EPA’s 2030 target. The above graphic does
not include Idaho, Maine, Rhode Island, and Vermont, which do not have coal generation. Source: EPA Data File, Goal Computation, Appendix 1.
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Under Block 2, Texas is required to reduce its coal-fired
electrical generation by 52
percent, and replace the lost
capacity with natural gas-fired
electrical generation. This
graph shows the overall emissions reduction imposed on
Texas just for Block 2:

Texas leads the nation in the
amount of electricity generated from renewable sources.
And yet the Clean Power Plan
requires Texas to increase its
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EPA’s Modeled Increases in Renewable Electricity
(Top 10 Producers) – 2012 to 2030 (MWh)
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Modeled increases are in megawatt-hours (MWh) comparing 2012 data to EPA’s projected 2030 target. Texas is projected to go from
34,016,697 to 85,962,502 MWh in RE. From 2020 to 2030, EPA’s model predicts that Texas will increase renewable electricity
generation by 114.9%, while California is modeled to increase by 8%. Sources: EPA Data File, Goal Computation, Appendix 1; GHG
Abatement Measures TSD.

renewable electrical generation by 153 percent. While the
next highest state, California, is only required to increase
its renewable capacity by 37 percent! The new renewable
capacity that Texas is required to establish under the rule
exceeds that of 29 other states combined.
Block 4: End-user efficiency measures
The Clean Power Plan requires states to reduce their electrical consumption through end-user efficiency measures.
The EPA estimates that with the energy efficiency measures
required in the Plan Texas energy use will be 9.91 percent
lower by 2030 than if there were no rule. It expects Texas to
adopt energy efficiency measures that other states have adopted. There’s a problem, however. Unlike regulation-heavy
states, the Texas power sector is a competitive deregulated
market. The government has no authority to implement the
conservation measures of other states. Moreover, electricity
use in Texas is substantially more industrial than in other
states, and subject to much greater competition in energy
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use efficiency. The EPA hasn’t
demonstrated that its targets
for Texas are achievable without the exorbitantly higher
costs than other states.

Why the EPA is Targeting
Texas
Since the start of the Progressive Era a century ago, officials
in regulation-heavy and taxheavy states have used the federal government to eliminate
the competitive advantage of
states with low levels of regulation and taxation. They have
leveled the playing field by imposing a high level of regulation and taxation—their level
—on everyone.

When cap and trade and other
climate-change efforts failed
in Congress, several states passed measures of their own,
including statewide and coordinated multistate cap-andtrade laws and renewable energy mandates. Since the passage of such measures, these states have generally suffered
significantly higher unemployment, with business activity
and labor gravitating towards states with lighter climatechange regulations.
States like California have adopted onerous climate change
regulations and are losing businesses and residents to Texas, which is now the industrial engine of the U.S. economy,
responsible for half of the nation’s new jobs created in the
years after the 2008 recession. So these states are now using the EPA to level the playing field and nationalize their
economy-killing climate change policies. The EPA’s proposed rule is simply a naked attempt to foist the climate and
energy policies of uncompetitive states on the competitive
states like Texas.
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